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Hit the trail

enjoy the
scenery in
Scottsdale
Arizona city presents hikes hands on
cowboy lessons and relaxing spa visits
ANNE MARIE MARAIS
SPECIAL TO THE STAR

SCOTTSDALE ARIZ Arriving here is
like landing on another planet with
scenery and landscape that look
like something from a movie set
Red mountains fill the horizon
creating a backdrop for the ex
tremes of activity and relaxation
available here

There is no shortage of hiking and
walking options
Camelback Mountain which re

sembles the head and hump of a
camel offers amazing hiking for ad
venturers looking for a bit of a chal
lenge
For a more manageable pursuit
the Gateway Loop at McDowell
Sonoran Conservancy delivers a
great workout and incredible
views

hike option such as the one of
fered by Arizona Outback Ad
ventures with Westwind Air Ser
vice

Traversing back and forth over the
Grand Canyon before landing shows
you the immensity of this natural
wonder

The tour then connects you from
the plane to the start of the 2 4
kilometre hike You head down into

the canyon along a series of switch
backs trails that are like a zigzag
pattern and can enjoy the views of
the layers and layers of rock that
make up the canyon
Adventure in the nature of Scotts

dale doesn t have to be by foot Pink
Adventure Tours can get you out
into nature from the comfort of

their pink Jeeps
Once the Cactus Canyon Adven

Walk run or mountain bike this

ture Tour leaves the main roads

trail which is one of five major

you re up and down and all around
the back roads of the gorgeous So

trailheads on 12 140 hectares

A day trip to the Grand Canyon is
possible from almost anywhere in
Arizona so look for a fly and

noran Desert
SCOTTSDALE continued on T4
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Living like a real life cowboy
SCOTTSDALE from T1

Camelback Mountain Resort offers a

WHEN YOU GO

Plus you ll get to stretch your legs
with a short stop and walk around

tranquil Zen experience Treat
those hard working muscles to a
magnificent massage or refresh with
a full body scrub or maybe a facial
that will give you a glow There s a
Zen garden infinity and lap pools

the cholla cactus forest

and a fitness centre

If you ve always wanted to saddle
up and enjoy the cowboy life spend a
day or up to a week at the Arizona
Cowboy College Learn about riding
and working with horses safely rop
ing penning and sorting all while
living the true life of a cowboy from
where you eat to where you sleep
You may learn from a legend such as

Another spa option is the Well
Being Spa at the Fairmont Scottsdale
Princess Loosen tight muscles in a
pool with warm water from a water
fall and breathe deeply in the steam
and eucalyptus inhalation rooms
Take a dip in the cold plunge pool or
cleanse your body and improve its
circulation in the Swedish dry sauna
or hot whirlpool
With a host of services to help you
relax and unwind the Well Being
Spa lives up to its name

Camelback Mountain dimbcam

Anne Marie Marais was hosted by

at Troon North fourseasons com

Scottsdale Convention

scottsdale

From the back in the open air yet
protected from the elements you get
a 360 view of all this area has to offer

senior instructor Rocco Wachman

who was on the American reality TV
series Cowboy U
Scottsdale is also a destination for

health and well being so after all
that activity reward yourself with
time at a spa
The Sanctuary Spa at the Sanctuary

Visitors

Scottsdale is a short ride from the

Phoenix Sky Harbor International
Airport Air Canada and WestJet
offer regular direct flights
Hiking
elback com

McDowell Sonoran Conservancy
mcdowellsonoran org
Arizona Outback Adventures
aoa adventures com

Spa
Sanctuary Camelback Mountain
Resort

sanctuaryoncamelback com
scottsdale spa
Where to Stay
Four Seasons Resort Scottsdale

Bureau which didn t review or approve
this story
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